
You will have minimal success in stopping your compulsive behavior without
understanding your "trigger template". This template helps to organize all that we
have learned about respect, trust, safety, dishonesty, domination, objectification,
power, and control into a digestible mental map. This mental map has produced
your fundamental beliefs about your value, worth, excitement, desire, and what to
avoid. The "limbic beliefs"*, ideas, and responses in your life become associated with
triggers or cues for arousal. Unfortunately for us, almost anything can become an
arousal trigger in the world around us. 

 
Some of these include:
 
● Locations/Environments: Ex. Hotels, cars, offices, restrooms, the beach, busy places
● Sensory input: Ex. Perfume, lingerie, alcohol, drugs, and certain smells
● Physical characteristics: Ex. Height, hair color, body type, and sound of
the voice
● Perceived personality: Ex. Vulnerable, professional, rebel, dominant
● Feelings: Ex. Pain/loneliness, fear, anger/rage, guilt/shame, or lust
 

Figuring out your Trigger Template will be a critical piece to your recovery… You
will work through it as time progresses so you can really understand what is going
on. Ted Roberts from Pure Desire said in his workbook “ I have seen men who have
struggled for decades, been to every type of Christian counselor, and tried
everything they could think of or everything that was suggested to them but
couldn't get free, but once I walked them through this exercise the lights turned on
for them. Their souls started getting renewed! They were able to let go of the one
thing they had kept returning to for comfort that was also the thing that was
destroying them.”
 
“We are only as sick as our secrets" and this is especially true with respect to our
sexual secrets that we typically call “sexual desires". Most people are not
consciously trying to hide their trigger template and what “arouses” them, but it is
operating on the subconscious level and easily go unrecognized. They are stuck in a
state of being unaware that they are being constantly sabotaged by their triggers
and subconscious mind.
 

Knowing Your Triggers



Naming your Triggers

Most men don’t watch porn because they are horny, but because they are feeling
less or lacking in some area of their life.
 
Write down your triggers and be VERY specific, deep, and real when doing this.
Think about the emotions, feelings, scenarios, people, times, memories, and
whatever else triggers you to seek out porn.
 
There is no such thing as “not enough” or “too many” so just write EVERYTHING
you can think of, and add to it as you go. Awareness is KEY.
 
 

 

WHAT LOCATIONS/ENVIRONMENTS ARE TRIGGERING? WHY?

WHAT SENSORY EXPERIENCES ARE TRIGGERING TO YOU? WHY?



WHAT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS ARE TRIGGERING TO YOU?

WHAT PERCEIVED PERSONALITIES ARE TRIGGERING TO YOU? WHY?

WHAT FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS ARE TRIGGERING TO YOU? WHY?


